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3.2. Prospects for RES‐E in NA
3.2.1: RE potential and related costs
1. RES-E cost database under discussion
2. RES-E potentials in NA analyzed (visualization in process)
www.solar-med-atlas.org
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3.2.2: Demand development scenarios
1. Demand model for each country from 2000 to 2050
2. Empirical demand growth function based on population, GDP and efficiency 
gains
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3.2.2: Demand development scenarios
Assumptions for GDP and Population:
• United Nations Population Prospects
Medium Growth Scenario 2012
• International Monetary Fund 2012
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3.2.2: Demand development scenarios
3. Annual hourly load curves identified for 2010 and scaled until 2025 (AUE 2013)
4. Demand scenarios created and compared to historical data and national outlook
(AUE 2013)
Report from April 2013
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3.2.3: Policy targets
1. Targets for 2020 and in some countries for 2030
2. Bottom up-scenarios adapted to medium term targets with long-term outlook 
until 2050 as far as available (MASEN, NREA, STEG …)
Share and targets of installed electricity capacities in 
Morocco
Targets of installed electricity capacities in 
Tunisia
Report from June 2013
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3.2.4: Estimated framework development
1. Affordability
• Low cost
• Low subsidies
• Low structural effort
2. Security
• Diversification of supply
• Power on demand and redundancy
• Sustainable energy resources
• Available technology
3. Environmental compatibility
• Low pollution, climate protection
• Low risks for health and nature
• Low land use and structural impacts
4. Social compatibility
• Fair access to energy
• Balance of dependencies and 
interdependencies
• Strategic flexibility during transition
 One consistent pathway towards sustainable supply
under specific limitations
Report from June 2013
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3.2.4: Estimated framework development
Report from June 2013
∑ Pinstalled · CC ≥ S · Pload, max
Important Frame Condition:
The available firm capacity must be larger than peak load
Pinstalled installed capacity
CC capacity credit of each technology
Pload, max peak load
S security margin (e.g. 1.25 for 25% reserve capacity)
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3.2.4: Estimated framework development
A simple rule to minimize structural effort and keep costs low: 
Firm power 
always larger 
than peak load
Fluctuating power 
not much larger 
than peak load
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3.2.5: Bottom‐up scenarios (feasible pathways)
Typical
bottom up
scenario
result
Doubling
PV and 
wind 
power
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3.2.5: Bottom‐up scenarios (feasible pathways)
Report from June 2013
Case Study 
Algeria
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3.2.5: Bottom‐up scenarios (feasible pathways)
Report from June 2013
Case Study 
Egypt
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3.2.5: Bottom‐up scenarios (feasible pathways)
Report from June 2013
Case Study 
Libya
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3.2.5: Bottom‐up scenarios (feasible pathways)
Report from June 2013
Case Study 
Morocco
3.2. Prospects for RES‐E in NA
3.2.5: Bottom‐up scenarios (feasible pathways)
Report from June 2013
Case Study 
Tunisia
3.2. Prospects for RES‐E in NA
Conclusions and current status
• RES-E potentials have been analysed and found to be larger than in former 
studies
• Electricity demand scenarios have been elaborated until 2025 and 2050
• Short term RES-E policy targets have been identified
• Framework conditions for sustainable supply have been defined
• Bottom-up scenarios (feasible pathways) towards sustainability have been 
described (low effort approach)
feedback needed from stakeholders about consistency with regional targets 
and policy
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